
New with Genie 4.0: Redefined Models for Consolidated Value and Ease of Ordering

Genie-Single* Genie-Multi* GenieLite-Single* GenieLite-Multi* ISOCS*

Genie Spectroscopy Suite offerings include Activity 
Calculations, MDA Results, QA/QC, Interactive Peak Fit, 
Genie-FieldPro™ software, and more.

GenieLite™ offerings provide an acquisition-only solution 
for users who do not need activity calculations.

ISOCS™/LabSOCS™ 
Mathematical Efficiency 
Calibration Software

A powerful option 
enabling activity and 
MDA calculations 
without source-based 
efficiency calibrations

Acquisition and Full 
Activity analysis for 
one-detector systems

Acquisition and Full 
Activity analysis for 
multiple detector 
systems  

Required for Apex® 
products 

Acquisition and Peak 
Analysis only for a 
single input

Acquisition and Peak 
Analysis only for multi-
input  

Corresponding Genie 2000 Part Numbers

Genie-Single Genie-Multi GenieLite-Single GenieLite-Multi ISOCS

S502/S504: Genie      
  Basic - Single Input
S501: Gamma Analysis
S505: Genie QA/QC
S506: Genie IPF
S509: Alpha Analysis  
Genie-FieldPro

S500: Genie Basic -  
  Multi-Input
S501: Gamma Analysis
S505: Genie QA/QC
S506: Genie IPF
S509: Alpha Analysis 
Genie-FieldPro

S502/S504: Genie   
  Basic - Single Input

S500: Genie Basic -  
  Multi-Input

S573: ISOCS 
S574: LabSOCS

Genie™ 4.0 
Spectroscopy Software

N E W

With Genie 4.0, our new subscription plans offer continuous updates, 
priority technical support, lower upfront costs, and predictable budgeting.

Genie 4.0 Licensing Options and Considerations 
* Each Genie 4.0 model is available via the following options.

1-Year License
Predictable annual 
pricing ideal for 
Operational Expense 
(OpEx) budgeting 

• One-year subscription to operate any version of the software (upon expiration, license can be renewed)
• Software and renewal provided via electronic download
• All software updates available as released
• Priority Technical Support included

3-Year License
Locked-in pricing for 
subscription duration, 
with no need for annual 
repurchase 

• Three-year subscription to operate any version of the software (upon expiration, license can be renewed)
• Software and renewal provided via electronic download
• All software updates available as released
• Priority Technical Support included

Perpetual License
Upfront purchase option 
for those unsure about a 
subscription 

• Non-expiring license to operate a specific version of the software via a one-time purchase
• Software provided via electronic download 
• Not eligible for software updates 
• Does not include Priority Technical Support
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Interested in reviewing a cost of 
ownership calculation to guide 

your decision-making? 
Ask your Mirion Technologies 

account manager today.

W HY S U B S C R I P T I O N M A K E S S E N S E  

Lower upfront cost and predictable ongoing pricing
Whether you choose a one-year or three-year license, you 
can count on consistent annual pricing for predictable 
budgeting through your operational (OpEx) budget. Plus, 
with a subscription, you get the software as well as world-
class support – resulting in a further reduction in total cost 
of ownership.  

Confidence your software will stay current, cyber-secure 
and up-to-date with regulatory requirements 
Genie 4.0 subscription models include all software updates, 
new value-added features and bug patches released during 
your subscription period. 

Expert technical support
Subscription offerings come complete with Priority Technical 
Support, getting you rapid support when you need it most. 
Additionally, Mirion Services are available to assist in 
installation and configuration, as well as validation and 
verification of changes to your system.

The ability to scale up fast
Whether you’re interested in a trial period or a one-time 
campaign (e.g., teaching a course at a university), Genie 4.0 
time-based licensing can give you a head start.  

You’re ready to move beyond the dongle.  
Genie 4.0 software marks our transition away from CDs and 
USBs – toward a more efficient and eco-friendly approach 
to managing software licensing and distribution for all. 

A C LO S E R LO O K AT L I C E N S I N G

Q: How will the software be provided? 
A: Beginning with Genie 4.0 software, all software for 
installation, updates and renewal will be provided via 
electronic download (physical media available by request). 
This applies to all models and licensing options: 1-Year 
License, 3-Year License, and Perpetual License.

Q: As updates become available, will subscription-based 
users be required to install them?  
A: No, you can install the update whenever you are ready. 
However, please note that while your subscription license 
will be valid for any version, Mirion Technologies typically 
provides support for the current version of software and its 
most recent prior version. 

Q: If I purchase a Perpetual License, how can I obtain an 
update when a new software release is available? 
A: If a user does not have a subscription license and would 
like to receive a new release of Genie, the purchase of a 
new license will be required. Consult your account manager 
and ask about our loyalty programs. 

Q: What about critical patches?  
A: Yes, critical patches will be made available to all users, 
regardless of license type.

Q: What does Priority Technical Support entail?
A:  All technical support calls or emails are assigned a 
service level when received. Priority level tickets are moved 
to the front of the queue. We commit to a response time 
within one standard business day, and often provide a 
resolution more quickly. 

Q: Do you recommend that users buy Support services from 
Mirion to assist with the transition to this new model? 
A: Priority Technical Support is included with Genie 4.0 
subscription models, which we trust you will find helpful. 
However, you may want to consider additional start-up 
assistance and training.

Q: If I choose not to renew my subscription, what are  
my options?
A: Your software will no longer operate at the end of your 
licensed period, following a grace period. If you choose to 
renew at a later time or purchase a Perpetual License, your 
software can quickly be reactivated with no data lost.


